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1. Historical Introduction

Looking back over the economic and financial history of the postwar

years, perhaps the most striking single phenomenon which one encounters in the

five-year perspective is the extent to which the economic dislocation which

the war had brought about had been underestimated. When the International

Bank was established in 1945, it was generally accepted that the Bank's resources,

together with those of UNRRA and the United States Treasury loan to Great Britain,

would provide a sufficient volume of resources to replenish the productive

facilities of the industrial countries and to eradicate the econmic consequences

of war and hostile occupation in the other parts of the world. We also assumed

that the trade restrictions and exchange controls which had been imposed in the

depression years of the 30's and applied more or less generally in Europe and

elsewhere in the course of the war, would disappear fairly rapidly and that we

could look forward to a period of unimpeded multilateral trade on a non-dis-

criminatory basis, unhampered by exchange restrictions and sustained by a flow

of long-term capital.

We know now that this appraisal of the postwar prospects was far too

optimistic. The physical destruction and breakdown of the normal channels of

commercial relations turned out to be more severe than had been anticipated.
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The winter crisis of 1946-4 7 showed for the first timehow shakey the founda-

tions of the econcmic recovery of Western Europe actually were. It was folloved

by a series of crises which culminated in the official recognition that the re-

serves of the sterling area could not stand the strains imposed upon them by

the convertibility stipulations of the Anglo-American Loan Agreement.

2. The Marshall Plan

After some preliminary measures to provide what has been properly

called "stop gap" aid, it was recognised by the American Goverment that nothing

short of an overall program of several years duration would provide sufficient

aid and allow sufficient time to Western Europe and the sterling area to re-

constitute their economies and to re-build their economic vitality. In the

spring of 1948, the Marshall Plan was begun with the avowed purpose of recreating

those conditions under which the economically advanced countries of the world

could enjoy again the advantages of free economic intercourse and the less de-

veloped countries of the world could derive their rightful share of the bene-

fits of economic progress.

There cannot be any question that the Marshall Plan has been success-

ful beyond all expectations. The $11 billion, which the American Government has

provided for the economic recovery of Western Europe, have brought results which
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must be valued at a multiple of the amounts expended: in all countries of

Western Europe the volume of industrial production is substantially above that

of the prewar years; industrial capacity is larger and more modern than ever

before; standards of living have been brought back to prewar levels; and the

volume of investment, both on private and government account, holds promise for

a vigorous further growth in the years ahead.

3. The Dollar Gap

The volume of United States aid to the rest of the world was reflected

in a large export surplus of goods and services in the American balance of pay-

ments; the success of the Marshall Plan, on the other hand, was reflected in a

constant decline of this surplus without a commensurate decline in the volume

of consumption and investment in the recipient countries and in third areas.

In the course of 1949 it became apparent, however, that the external financial

position of most European countries, but particularly of the United Kingdom, had

not improved pari-passu with the internal recovery of their economies. In con-

sequence - and as a final attempt to re-establish external balance between Western

Europe and the rest of the world and particularly with the dollar area - the

currencies of Western Europe were drastically devalued vis-a-vis the dollar.



. The Developments in 1950

Turning now to the economic developments of the last few months, we

must of course realize that they are not only over-shadowed but also largely

determined by political events. The outbreak of hostilities in Korea and the

subsequent decision to strengthen the defense of the North Atlantic Treaty coun-

tries did not, however, cause as radical departure from basic trends as it may

appear at first glance. They merely accentuated, and in a certain way perhaps

over-accentuated those trends which had become apparent in the last months

prior to Korea.

In the period between the devaluations and the outbreak of the war in

Korea, an expansion of economic activity throughout the world and the strong

tendencies toward a position of balance between foreign countries and the United

States had become noticeable. In the United States a high level of employment

and economic activity was sustained by a large volume of investment both in

plant and equipment of industrial enterprises and in residential construction.

In Western Europe restrictions, which threatened to impede the free flow of

trade within Europe,, were overcome through the concerted efforts of the ERP

countries working together in the Organization for European Economic Cooperation.



Their joint efforts culminated in the establishment of the European Payments

Union and in agreements to curtail quantitative import restrictions within Western

Europe.

The raw material and foodstuff producing countries in Latin America,

Asia and Africa benefited greatly from the general expansion of economic activity

in the industrial countries. Contrary to the expectations of some quarters,)

:n -o, pnies~ did -not rult in the n the dol-

lar prices of most raw materials and foodstuff5

recorded substantial gains in the course of the nine month period between

the devaluation and Korea.

5. The Impact of Korea

The reaction of the United States and of the countries of Western

Europe to the outbreak of hostilities in Korea merely lent additional impetus

to the developments of the preceding months. In the United States consumers'

expenditures expanded rapidly in anticipation of shortages necessitated by

armaments production. The expansion of consumer purchases in turn caused in-

creased production and expanded incomes. In the last quarter of 1950 govern-

ment expenditures began to rise at a rapid rate. The reaction of Western Europe
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to the changing political situation, although less drastic than that in the United

States, moved generally in the same direction.

The overall result of increased production in virtually all countries

to the limits of industrial capacity and of the simultaneous attempts to accumulate

stocks of raw materials for military and civilian supply purposes was the furthe r

rapid increase in the prices of the main export commodities of underdeveloped

countries. These price increases, together with the expansion of the volume of

imports, brought about drastic changes in the international accounts of the

United States. The balance of payments statistics indicate that the current

account surplus of the United States has almost disappeared. For the second

half of 1950 it amounted to not more than $700 million; it was more than offset

by public and private gifts of $2.2 billion. If these overall figures are broken

down into their regional components, it appears, however, that Western Europe

still has a deficit on current account with the United States of approximately

$1.8 billion per annum, while third areas are running in the aggregate a current

account surplus of approximately $600 million. This seems to indicate that the

residual dollar deficit of the Western European countries could be virtually

eliminated if they could earn dollars in third areas. However, monetary statistics
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indicate that for the present the dollar surplus countries seem to prefer to

increase their gold and dollar reserves rather than increase their dollar ex-

penditures in Europe.

Moreover, there are several reasons which strongly suggest that the

overall balance in the international accounts of the United States with the rest

of the world must be considered a temporary phenomena rather than the result of

structural and lasting adjustments. In the first place a certain proportion of

the dollar gains of the raw material and food-producing countries of the sterling

area and elsewhere must be attributed to price increased of such comm9dities as

rubber, tin and wool which can only be characterized as abnonmal. In the course

of the next few months the prices of American exports are likely to gradually

come closer to the price level of imported raw materials; raw material prices

in turn may recede somewhat - in some instances they have already done so - in

response to the international allocation schemes which are under active considera-

tion by the American, British and French Governments.

Moreover, the expansion of industrial production, particularly for

armament purposes, has progressed more rapidly in the United States than in

Western Europe. Once armaments production gets under way on a large scale in



Western Europe, the import requirerpents both for military and civilian purposes

of these countries are bound to increase, while the availability of goods for

export may become limited. The budget message of the President of the United

States indicates the intention of the administration to provide sufficient aid

to the North Atlantic Treaty countries to prevent the re-appearance of serious

balance of payments difficulties. But in addition to the promised volume of

military and economic aid, it will take hard fiscal and monetary policies to

counteract the inflationary pressures created by defense expenditures and to

control the balance of payments pressures which inflationary forces generate.

6. The Effects of Postwar Developments on the Bank's Operations

The "economic history" of the postwar period, which I just traced,

was of courskhe primary determining factor for the operations of the Interna-

tional Bank. The first three loans which the Bank made all went to European

countries (France, Denmark and Netherlands) to aid in the reconstruction and

industrial rehabilitation of their economies. They were general purpose loans

designed to provide dollar funds for the purchase of equipment and raw materials

needed in the task of physical reconstruction.

After the Marshall Plan had started, the Bank focused attention on
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loan requests of countries in Latin America, the Far East and the Middle East.

In view of the prevailing conditions of inconvertibility of almost all currencies

into dollars, and because the United States was practically the only country

in which the goods needed for development purposes were available, the Bank was

in virtually all instances faced with the problem of determining the credit-

worthiness of the loan applicants on the basis of their bilateral relations with

the United States. It is quite clear that no other course of action was feasible

at a time when the gold and dollar reserves of most countries were declining

and when the prospects of earning convertible currencies in third areas appeared

remote,

As a result of the quite drastic changes which have taken place since

the devaluations of September 1949, and particularly in the course of the -*

months since the outbreak of the Korean war, and in view of the likelihood that

military requirements and civilian demands will assure markets for all commodi-

ties, which underdeveloped countrih produce, tlh outlook for an expansion of the

Bank's lending activities from the point of view of the creditworthiness of loan

applicants has brightened considerably. In the course of the last- ;nths,

the gold and dollar reserves of the sterling area ha ncreased by another $QQr
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million to $3,7toillion, compared with $1.4 billion at the time of the devalua-

tion. Moreover, the prospects are that yen taking-accunt of the-termination

of uarsharl-ai4-o-*rera4-B&tain ther increases - although perhaps at a re-

duced rate - will take place. From the point of view of the Bank that means that

it appears reasonable to modify the appraisal of the creditworthiness of many of

the overseas member countries of the sterling area by assuming that in the case

of necessity these countries can count on the reserve pool for such amounts of

dollars as may be needed to discharge their interest and amortization obligations

on Bank loans. This is not to say that we shall base our appraisal of the

creditworthiness of these countries on the assumption of full convertibility

of sterling; for our purposes it is sufficient to be reasonably assured that the

borrowing countries will have access to the dollar pool of the sterling area in

the event that their own dollar earnings are temporarily insufficient to dis-

charge their obligations under loan agreements.

The situation is similar in the case of many Latin American countries.

Increased foreign dollar earnings have enabled them to achieve a balance between

their hard currency earnings and expenditures and, beyond that, to strengthen

their international reserves. Their prospects of a continued balance between

foreign receipts and expenditures are good - in most cases, very good. Therefore,



their creditworthiness is unquestionably better today than at any time since the

end of the war.

Two other developments are of sufficient significance to deserve some

comment. One is the fact that as a result of the increase in European produc-

tion, together with the announced intention of pooling the industrial resources

of the North Atlantic Treaty countries, and the impact of the armaments efforts

in the United States, it is quite possible that the supply of industrial equip-

ment from European sources may be for some time more abundant, or, at least, less

tight than that from this country. In consequence, it may be possible that the

International Bank could gradually rely more heavily upon the use of its own,

or of borrowed, funds of European currencies for loans to overseas countries.

It would, of course, be wrong to expect that more than a relatively small fraction

of our total lending will consist of loans in non-dollar currencies; but it may

be possible to make sound loans in European currencies to some member countries

whose prospects of dollar earnings do not appear sufficient to permit a satis-

factory appraisal of their creditworthiness for a dollar loan, but which may earn

sufficient amounts of soft currencies to make them eligible for non-dollar loans.

In practice, a combination of dollar and non-dollar loans, which would bring down
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the dollar debt burden of borrowers, may perhaps become more important; such a

combination would in certain circumstances make both the dollar and the non-dollar

loans sounder business propositions.

The other factor which is bound to affect the lending operations of

the Bank are the shortages of certain types of equipment which are developing in

-+ 4 --asectors of the American economy. In some quarters it has been suggested

that the limited availability of capital goods may necessitate a curtailment of

the lending operations of the Bank, or, more generally, of movements of long-

term capital from the United States. We have of course paid close attention to

this problem in recent months and we find that the overall picture is far less

disturbing than first impressions may indicate.

There are several reasons which make me believe that the loan opera-

tions of the Bank can continue on a substantial and perhaps on an expanded scale.

In the first place we have the assurance from various pronouncements of the

President of the United States and high goverment officials that the government

considers financial assistance to underdeveloped countries a major aim of

American foreign economic policy which is not conflicting with, but complementary

to the primary objective of strengthening the defense of the Western Powers.

In all our lending operations we have paid close attention to the soundness of
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the loan projects and to the direct and indirect contributions which each pro-

ject makes to the strengthening of the economies of our borrowers. Our loan

agreements themselves can therefore be taken as prima facie evidence that the

projects and programs which we finance are fully in line with the foreign eco-

nomic policy objectives of the United States.

Secondly, we have found in our investigations that exports of capital

goods which are likely to be in short supply in this country amount to a very

small fraction - on the average not more than 3 to 4% - of the American produc-

tion of these goods. I believe that we are therefore justified in our hope that

the borrowers will be able to count on that volume of scarce supplies which is

absolutely essential from a technical point of view for the carrying out of the

projects which we finance.

Thirdly, we will obviously take account of the supply situation in the

composition of development programs and in the selection of loan projects. In

most instances it should be possible to modify our loan operations in such a way

as to keep the demand for scarce items to a minimum. As lohg as the development

programs which we finance are sound from an economic and engineering point of

view, their implementation can always be modified in order to take account of

the overriding needs for military purposes.
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Finally, there is of course the probability which I mentionid before

that capital goods may be more freely available in certain European countries

than in the United States. The fact that we are the only public lending insti-

tution whose funds can be disbursed anywhere and particularly in those countries

where disbursements will conflict least with armament requirements gives us ad-

ditional assurance that we will be able to continue to be active in providing

financial assistance for the economic development of our member countries.
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ECONOMIC DEPARTME-VT

Leonard B. RIST April 24, 1950

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

We thought that, without giving you a complete

philosophy of economic development, we could give you

some idea of the problems which we have been and still

are considering in relation to it. Mr. Burke Knapp

will speak to you of the channels t' -uiA A- -1; of

international movements of capital in relation to develop-

ment. Mr. Harold Larsen will speak of some aspects of

the domestic capital formation and its limitations,

financial and real.

For my part, I would like to indicate one or two

basic difficulties we have met in one operations. These

difficulties are not only practical, they are theoretical

as well. While we cannot contend that we have found a

complete or definitive answer to them, we could at least

show you in what direction our minds have worked.

The first difficulty is involved in the determination

of prio investment. Given a certain capacity of

absorption, given a certain amount of available financing,

assuming what is almost inevitable that all the financing

desired is not available, which project should be selected ?

While there are about as many patterns of development

as
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as there are countries, some features are fairly common

among them. ) I do not know of any country where development

is not proceeding - with or without foreign assistance.

It is a continuous process which is based on implicit or

explicit views as to the future structure of the economy

concerned. The request for international assistance arises

fron the desire to stimulate or accelerate the process,

not from the idea that movement must be substituted for

complete stagnation. 2)The second common feature is that,

outside very definite exceptions such as Easter Europe,

complete State planning and control does not exist and

private investment therefore proceeds on lines which are

more or less independent from government action, except'

perhaps for tariff protection.3)/Thirdly, this private

investment usually constitutes a major fraction of total

capital formation. It is directly prompted by market

expectations and standcin an underdevelopped country

roughly as good a chance of being profitable as in other

surroundings.4) Fourthly, however, even if private initiative

feels a spontaneous and healthy urge to investthe State

in any case has either to support this spontaneous rurge,

or to provide some relatively unproductive investments -

the so-called social overhead capital or both. The State

and ourselves to the same extent, therefore must have a

view of the direction in which the economy is developing,

lest investment be misdI;'ected. Capital waste in a country

wbie~'by definition is scarce oa-moit'al is a great danger.

The complexity of the problem arises from the fact
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that simple bottlenecks are a rare occurrence. In the

case of Salvador, lack of power clearly held a number of

potential initiatives NA*rw Electricity would in any

case be very useful. But most economies are more complex.

Releasing some bottlenecks may be little help if hthers

are not taken care of at the same time. It is therefore

less the immediate effect of one single project, but the

agsregate effect of the general investment movement which

must be appraised.

Until now in the practical cases which we had to

deal with, our assistance has gone to fields which we

could securely consider as first priorities, or rather -

to use my own correction - as being among the first

priorities. Social overhead capital such as power and

transportqtion, or when the justified policy of the government

was "grow more food", agricultural implements and ground

clearing equipment, or storage. But always wlehad to

consider whether other pressing needs were not being

neglected in the overall investment program which was

going on at the same time. Balanced development would ho Ntt

nO take place if power were provided without the roads

and the equipment S if manpoDder were not available to

till the fields or man the factories.

The governments, we found, are becoming more and

more aware of this p oblem of priorities or of equal

precedence but in each country, they have to be reviewed

continuously to take account of changes in demand or of

changing/
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changing conditions in different areas. One special aspect

of priorities may be noted incidentally. The problem

will become more and more difficult as we are more intimately

acquainted with certain countries and as our assistance

is sought for private industry as well as State sponsored

operations. A choice between capital intensive and labor

intensive industries may be involved and this will in each

case require a special decision.

The second major difficulty we have to contend with

is the relationship between balance of payment and increased

productivity and national income. We are all agreed that

the main purpose of development is to increase both production

and productivity to the point where national income grows

quicker than the population, in other words to the point

where national income per head begins to grow. Theoretically

this can take place without any improvement in the balance

of payment of the country. An increase in money income

alone, even if this inflation is for the purpose of investing

has, as a rule, an unfavourable effect on the balance of

payments. But an increase in real income - though non

inflationary - may improve the standard of living without

improving the balance of payments, i.e. without giving

the countries a surplus of resources which may be exchanged

for foreign equipment, or without involving the expectation

that an improvement will take place and thus attracting

credits with fairly reasmable hopes of repayments.

In other words, fihen we lend we expect to receive
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repayment, the prospective balance of payments of the

country is the only basis on which such expectations can

be calculated. Not each individual project, but the

aggregate development investment going on in the country

should be of such a nature that either it will not disturb

the present balance or that it will improve it at least

as much as is necessary to carry an additional fixed burden

in foreign currency. If this is true of the Bank, this is

true also of all foreign investors. Here also the concept

of balanced development is necessary. It refers not only

to the need for a proper choice of investments to be under-

taken by priority or parallel to each other for the purpose

of increasing productivity and the standard of living. It

refers also to the effects of such investments on the

international position of the country. It is not enough

that the investment be urgent, if carrying it out means

inflation and the maldistribution of income and investment

which is its counterpart as well as excessive pressure for

imports. It is not enough either that, evenwithout inflation,

the investment contemplated should tend to make the country

self sufficient in some field, if it is at the expense of

higher costs throughout the economy, and if therefore it

constitutes a threat on the export potential of the country.

Just as the internal value of a project cannot be judged

only by its direct earnings power but must be assessed on

the basis of its indirect effects, in the same manner these

indirect effects of an investment program are not relevant

only insofar as they affect directly the national production

but also as they affect the general cost and foreign transact-
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ion pattern of the country. The greater the expected

expansion in foreign transactions of a country, the greater
W*A4.LA CAW

its chances to supplement local ea-4; with foreign capital.

I have brought up these questions because in assessing

what we commonly call creditworthiness and choice of priorities,

they are ever recurring. We have no ready made formula to

solve these oroblems. They imply quantitative appraisals

but also qualitative judgments on the potentialities of the

country and its physical and human resources on what its

people really want and what they can absorb. Mr. Knapp and

Mr. Larsen will deal in more details with some aspects of it.
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ECONOMIO DEPARTMENT

Leonard B. Riot October 14, 1949

INFORmATION mETING OF OCTOBER 14, 1949

Gentlemen,

I have been wondering what might be of interest

to the representatives of the finanoial press which

we all read with interest and benefit, Indeed you

are one of our most valuable sources of information.

I think, therefore, that rather than describing to

you our methods of investigation and a lot has

already been told you today by my colleggues on that

subject I might try to sketch the economio back-

ground against which we evaluate the risks we take.

I will do that from the point of view of Europe,

because Europe still represents 5/7 of our portfolio

and is, therefore, our greatest risk, and more generally,

because the future of Europe is of major importance to



any other country to whiah we may be called upon to

grant loans.

It has often been wondered why the reoovery of

Europe has not been patterned after the period wh1oh

followed World War I. Actually there has been very

considerable disagreement in Europe about the most

suitable mechanisms of reoovery and the abandonment

of controls on exchanges and trade has been advocated

much more often than is realized here. The debate took

several forms i liberalism vs. statism or dirigism,

priSe mechanism vs. controls and rationing, fluctuating

vs. fixed exdange#, self-suffioieny ve. reliance upon

foreign assistance. Why, it was asked, did the European

countries not let automatioity play the role it did

after World War I? Why did they not allow the balance

of payments on current acoount to adjust iself through

exchange depreoiation rather than waiting for equilibrium

in the balanoe of payments to be achieved before adjusting

exchange rates ? A comparison of what happened after



the first World War with what is happening now may,

perhaps, throw some light on these disoussions. Z

think that it will indicate that the polioies of the

European #ountries can be fairly well explained by the

conditions in which they found themselves. But it ill

also indioate, I believe, that we are now reaohing

the point where preoisely these mechanisms of adjustment,

apparently neglected until now, can again play an

important part.

The reason for the different choice of mechanisms

lay in part in the very magnitude of the physical

destruction and of the structural ohanges which had

taken place. 1 will not discuss further the physical

destruction. Its extent and severity are too well

known. But the political shifts and their effects on

the pattern of trade are worth listing once more because

of their more permanent oonsequences.

Both eaonomioally and politically the world of
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1949 is very different fwoM the world of 1939, much

more so than the world of 1919 was from that of 1914.

Russia, whiah pradtioally disappeared from world comere

after 1918 and is still of small importance In Inter-

national trade, is now a major political power, and

has expanded ISts Influence over most of Eastern Europe,

not to mention Manchuria, half Korea and a growing part

of China itself. Its trade with the *satellite oountries*

of Eastern Europe has inareased over prewar and the

latter must try to attain some kind of equilibrium at

a lower level of trade than existed before the war.

The problem of East-West trade is not so much that the

countries do not want to trade. Actually the volume

of trade has been rising, slowly but steadily, and has

now probably reached about tvo-thirdo of prewar. It

proceeds more or less on a barter basde, hovever, and

since the East cannot export more to the West than it

does, it cannot import more from the West as long as

credits are not available.



The Far East was undaged and open to trade

In 1918, Today a shift In politial power of tremendous

International signifioanoe is taking place in China.

Japan tS now deprived or Its empire and under mIlItary

oooupation. India and Pakistan have arisen as independent

states. Destruction and unrest have been widespread

in South East Asia. Indeed the disappearana* of much

of the Far East as a large trading center and the

possibly reduced dapacity of South East Asia to earn

dollare for urope from its exports of rubber,, tin, eto.

may be onte of the most dangerous oanges In the pattern

of trade,

The Middle East, which was atter 1918 the fragmentat-

Ion of the Ottoman empire, now assumes a now importanoe

beeause of Its strategie position, Its oil resouroes,

and through the new born state of Israel. Afrioa has

also aosumed a new strategio Importanat, and it too may

eventually boos a substantial market and supplier,
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partioularly for urope, Unlike the Middle East, bow.

ever, whose oil to already ma)ing a signifiant contri-

bution to European resources, Africa will undoubtedly be

a drain on Europe for a oonsiderable time,

The war sav a signifWiant degree of Industrial

development In Qnada, Latin Amerlea and other overseas

arae but ths greatest *hengs of this sort took plaos

her* in the United States wh$ih pratioeallr doubled Its

prowar industrial output and at the same tiao in.reased

Its agiultwl produotion by about 30 per oent. It

be0aR* the only major potential .apital-exporting

oountry, and for the years 194"0 Itis surplus on

aae tnsportation, inves ont and othor

ourront Items roaohed the enofmous total of about

$25 billion eomparod with rougby $10 billion In

These ohage wos tagnified by th fast thAt

they ocourreA at a time when Western Xmpo, the *ther
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ajawr industrial ownter In the world, was gtatll

weakonod. The )*ternatiOal 640nomic position of th

U,., whioh Mad liquia d a substantial proportion of

its foreign inestnts *d a sume a now load ot

external debt, gaVe parti4ulgr *Aus* for g74YO OO*rn.

Germany was tor long a Vaeu1* a in Western EurOpe

geneftlaT, with looal resotwsi a3 00ttA b7 priority

to maoaI neds rather than to exports, the Import

surplus mmqired to prevent the whole 0001&1 fabri*

from disintegrating mu ensrges. This surPlus was

finanod, and 1Ase suppie4 mail by the United State#,

whioh in the four years .Mding June 30, 1940 4ad

available t the W oountries grats and loans wwunting

to no #.s0 tha 0.1 a #S.Z billion repeotlvelv , or

a total of $16.4 billion.

besides the# somgs, hioh 1ompltely 4isruptd tho

provar pattoms, of trade a were too grave to aflow

for mor than a parti return to wbat we used to oonsidor



normal, bes1tee$ 'tb* *er r0wwring thet of war Vhioh

keeps u allitawn e#eMdItur s at 4 Idsh lovol all over

the world, other Oonditiono h1*a boen modified sin*#

)9218. Population m7tvese8t ase o longer soe or let#

free. Xn 1921,.o.4 interoontinental noij exigratjon froM

EuroPe probtblr averagod in the neoghborhood of 6,O000

per annu* At present It to Onlf from 1/3 to V2 of

that figuro (1). 40t but no* leaos, after the fjrgj

World Wav, privato capital, notably Ameriwn, vat willIng

to seek outlets abroad. Now Issues on the ow York

market forforolg aooount averaged over $9Q million

por nus from 1910 to 1928 ad fell below $400 million

in only two yero (1919 and 1923). Xindul both of

some provious unhappy expeznaes 4aM of th* for greater

9*1tioal risks involved., Amerian bankers and nvestoe

were wvu of loans to foreign oountrles aftr 1946.

Total now iosuos for foreign aeoount ime V-J tay Mave

(1) Compared with net imigration of about 400,000 per
in the pero4 from 1921-24, itg%%tion Int4 the

lnite tatoes for prmanent residenee over the past
thre years ha averag.d about 10,000 per annum.



.zle.l #000 m Io n all of %tuhio by far

the greater aw=ut has gone to Canada and Roal Dutah

Aholl. 1% is true, bowsver, thais private direat Invest-

ment amounting to Qoughly OtSOO million in 1946-48

has bAsn *or* than four tjw as large *# in 191921.

M th* aggregat* of both loan and equity priv~a invest-

Rist bardly exso4* 2 billions over the thre va period,

This figur4, aoWd with the U.S, aurreat surplus of

$26 Ullions, desoribos the dollar problm in a nutshell.

Under *ondAli$ ns suah a. these it I# hordy

surprising Itat, although the pattern baa variqd tigniflo-

any froa, oountrr to 9ountry depndig ton partioular

areumstan'as AA traflons,, Vhb polees at postwar

reeover have paood lose emp Is an auiati* pmoossos

of Ajustmaet than vas the "so following the Arxistioe

of 1918. It vae only natul to keep in for after

the wr striet measuw#s ot aontrol, man af which ha
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'been adopted while hostilities Wore still going on*

ResourOes still had to be husbandtn and Wnltion Oon"Ino.4

The alternative ma to abandon Oontrols and lot thb

lurroney deproolate to a point whoh would Jay# tk:*aten#4

or perhaps ovon destroyed entirely the o**jaj equil*br*u

hilh was often alro&4 pr %*arious The vision of t

UnitoA States i soeing what ould be the consequeno

of suoh a step, and Its willingness, by the Karshall

Plan aM all the other forms of postwar finanoial and

e*onomie assistance, to allow Western Europe to saintain

a level of Imports, and thus a lerel of Oonsumption and

in partiau1ar Investment# far larger than Europe* own

resouroes vould have permitte, is without oubt the

moot noteworthy act of foresight, #tat an"

generosity of the postwar yarsw.

Largely as a result of United tat#* assistanos,

the transition from var to peaqe in Zurope has been



gsoer tia It was after 1918, Then It wa aeoompaned

by heavy unemployment arA turbulent labor relationc.

In the United Kingdom, for instamoe, about one man in

fiv es * unKmployed at the dq* of the 1921 alump.

Again, an annual *verage of about 15 million uanm-e

were lost tluvugh strikes n Fran*., 40 millions in

the U.K, and )A million in Italv U the perio4 1919-21.,

This time, tbough the wrtize dialoatioa of industry

was far greater, the transition passed without heavy un-

Rployment4, and ^paxt from strikes in Fran*# and XU4

the causes of whioh were as suoh political a4 soonoxio,

interruptions by work stoppags hvR on the vhole been

far less asute than the period following 1918. Zt

may also be mentioned that the uzkaordinat*4 manner In

vhidh zxchange stabilisation was earried ut after the

first World War was not unzonneated with the tompetitive

dopreeations of the thfttlete. Resembrane of this wq

bave played a p.r% in the oheite of fixed parities rather

than fluctuating rates after the seoond World War. But
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thle doosiox was no 4oubt rinforood by fwM of the

aonomis aR4 social oanssquenoos of the Internal prioe

rise which exchango deprooiation would have produoed,

and by the knowledge that tho volume of European export

coul4 be only slowly expanded. It was rendered effective

by the financial asaistanoe of the Untted States.

Now, however, althoug a groat 4*al of vwr da

t4 property, notably housing, has still not been made

good, most of the pyksoal resonstruation of p)ant and

equipment has been oomplete. Industrial prod~ution In

Nesteft Europe in now probably about 1S por esat abovo

prewar and the volume of gioultual output is approading

prewar levels. Thus in areas where 4.stmetion ach

greater than th 1914*18, te speed of recovery In the

past few years oampaves favorably with the earlier period.

Even teugh vlesse4d by favorable weather oondition s ,

Xuropean agrioulture, for txample, did not reaeh psowar

levels of pwodution until the eighth year after the
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frt World war. This time after four years we are

*loss to It.

The inflationary boom of the po.ta*o rs pbsblblz

pass#4 Its peak lasu spvng. 'In general prioes now

stow a horotal *r slightly downward trend. 0onditions,

of *our*, very from eoontry to eouno t , In Belgium,

for emuple, where the deflationary press has o

furthet, it has let to signi ant uWp*oy*n't, *Le

in the Unitod Kig#za certain weasure of infationoy

pressure still appears to perstet.

The budget deficits of moet oountries, vhloh vero

.* Important faotor In the Inflationary proess, haye

been substantially and Somtimes een speataoularly

roftoe4. In Italr, ftr epxaple, the budget deficit has

fallen from a bigh of 787 billion Ure in 1947-48 to

an "UtSate4 174 billion in 1949-50, while the Dutch

deflot of W0 million guildors In 1949 to expeote to

give plaoe to a surplus of 20 mfllon guilders in 1950.



-Budgetv7 equlibri=u has alrsady actually been att&U*4

In the United M4o= an In Belgium. The balnoe In

both, howaver, to still prearious. 1A Belgium it wao

aohioved at the oost of substantial usuplaysent whieh

now thrwatns to upset :%, whle in the United Kingdom

governmonit expenditures have reaently been running lower

and roceipts higher tha was estSwteA and as in all

other aountries the reoest d8valuations, ill subjeat the

monetary equilibrium to now InflatIonary pressure.

Za view of th# rise In production and the apprwaoh

to mnetary stability, the queetion must be rai*s.dwhather

the time has not oome for polialso of geater flexibility

to be given more sope than bas btherto been the eass,

for greater reliance on the price me a em and on tommal

capital flows. This does not men that the nee4 tZ

extraordina2 assistante is over, tor Aspite the marke4

improvement sinoe the aloes of hestilities, the balanse

of payRents position of Western Europe, espoeially with
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the dollar area, is still weak and remains ito most

intraotable problem. The trade d4fiflt of the ERP

oountries with the U.O. and 4anada (on the bakis of U.0.

and Canadian figures) which has totalled $2.9 and $2.1

billion respectively in the first six months of 1947

and 1948, still amounted to no less than $2.1 billion in

the first halt of 1949. But it may well be that now

with emergeney reconstrution behind us, with the return

of a buyer' s market and with the security afforded by

the continuation of M aid, although at a doereasing

rate, until 1902, a part of the adjustment still to be

made may be tiought about by more traditional mean&.

Risks thioh could not be as4med two years ago oan now

be faced. Competitive markets, rather than artifioial

relationships based on a ohoap searoe dollar, nay well

bring about substantial Ohanges in tradocurrents,

The resent devaluations are the first important

step in that direction and some measures are also being



taken to liberaliz Intra-Euopea trade and to reduos

U.,S. tariffs aM4 simplify oustoms Proedures. It may be

pointed oitt that the sucoess of devaluation against the

dollar does not depend entirely on the increase of

European exports to the United States or on a dereaso

of $ Imports Into Europe. The reoen4t realigaent of

ourrenleas, by improving the oompetitlye position of

umpe should lead to some substitution of European

or Amerioam produots Lx third markets. This does nat

mean a permanent loss of business for the United

states, since a better balanoe in world trade in a

primry condition for the maintenanee of a high lev*

of Amerloan exports.

if, at the same time, adequate steps can be

taken In the peaan oountries to prevent the inflation-

ary pressure generated by the wurreney adjustments from



leading to a now raoe between wagee and priees, In other

words, It dvoaluation brings, at least for the time

being, some reduction in real inooes, It *t the sm

time #oonomIo stability Is maintaine4 notably in the

United States, and ontinued efforts made to reducs

obstales to ImporU, sad If European sellers are

willing to adjust their methods to Ameroian needs at

habits, the remainder of the readjustment prooes my

be greatly facilitatd. In thie prooess adjustment on

the eapital as well in the owvent aeoount of the

balanoe of payments should play an waportant role. For

ourrent deftolt have often been Inflated as nuah by

the exodus of flight ospital as by the disinelination

to soll abroad goods hioh find pratitable market at

ome. 'If now, returning eonfidense and prio, advantages

In the Import and export trade can Influonoe aurrent

transations, it on the other hand the flow of private

oapItal o&A Oontinue amd *an b# eneouraged, the Improvement



Ia the Europear balanat of psent* proceed at ai

aooelerateA paoe and the last part of the road to

rooovery na7 be coverod more spsedilT than bas sometime$

appeared possIble,



Ir



Information Conference 8eptember 28, 1949

Leonard B. Rist

I suppose that, rather than hearing about our internal

machinery, you would be more interested in the general background

against which we appraise the loans which we are making or have

made. You are already famillar with the former and our methods

of investigation are hardly different from those which you follow

yourselves in the course of your own business.

The risks we are taking are, be definition, those which

the market could not bear, but which seem remarkable. As you

know, according to our Articles, we must assure ourselves that

a) the borrowing cannot be made in the market on reasonable terms

Afnd b) that nevertheless the loan has reasonable prospects of

repayment. e have 'til now accepted to take such Ocalculated"

risks for an aggregate amount of over ,700 million. An appraisal

of such risks is by no means a mathematical problem; it is a

matter of Judgment and is all the more delicate as this judgment

must take into account the life span of the loan,



As you are aware, our liability for a loan operation runs

through the whole life of the loan, unless we can resell our

portfolio without our guarantee, an event which has not yot ooeurred.

Whenever we have sold bonds from our portfolio, it Wa& with our

guarantee attached to then. We, therefore, must attempt to

apnraise the risks which we are covering for a fairly long period.

It has oecurred to me that you might be interested in a comparison

of European risk - our major investment 'til now - as it apyeared

to us at the time we made our biggest loans to the European countries

and as it appears to us now. I chose Europe, because out of our

j7lt million portfolio, 3546 million are European loans. I do

think that such a oomparlson will show that on the whole there has

been an improvem ent in the qu*Aity of our portfolio than a

deterioration.

Our main loanr- to EFurope were dated as follows:



France $250 million May 1947

Netherlands #195 4 August 1947

Denmark 40 4 August 1947

Luxembourg $ 12 4 Auguot 1947

Netherlands # 12 August 1948

Belgium 16 4 March 1949

Netherlands 15 * July 1949

Finland 12.5 * August 1949

It is mainly a comparison between 1947 during which we

incurred a liability of over ,500 million, and 1949 that I would

like to draw.

In 1947, the so-called political risk was probably less

aprarent than now; the B rlin problem had not yet taken the bitter

aspect it took later on and while a peace settlement did by no

means aprear to be easy to achieve, the alternative did not seem

to be peace or war, On the other hand, reconstruction was, by far,

not completed; the industrial production was in the neighborhood

of 80% in 1946/47 (on the 1937 basis) for France, and Netherlands,.

around 100% in Belgium and around 105/106% for Denmark,



Boaroities and, therefore, rationing were the rule; inventories

and especially inventories of raw materials - were conspicuously

low; transportation was hampered by inadequate railroad equipment;

except perhaps in Belgium, inflation was still being felt everywhere.

Including the Nether'ands -here tight controls were bring exercised,

inflationary pressures could be felt all around, The usual

ten4ency towards higher wages and labor disturbances was almost

general, The purpose of our loans was then to allow production to

increase further and the expectation was that as production

increased, both needs from abroad and internal inflationary

pressures would be reduced. There was no doubt as to the basic

fragility of the European economy, but the fundamental assumption

was that no major disruntion would take place, It was expected

that consumption would increase further without an undue recourse

to foreign assistance , while investment could continue at the

same pace, adding modernization to reconstruction. The foreign

indebtedness of the countries concerned was considered relatively

high, but in view of the long and excellent tradition of these



countries as foreign debtors, the willingness to pay could not be

questioned. -e knew that the governments involved would impose new

Maorifices and forego useful or pleasant imports rather than default

on their signature. It did not seo m then that these sacrifices would

be too great, because the ablIJU to repay could be expected to

improve. Ionetary reserves were stilI substantial and foreign

securities senead to provide sometimes a sufficient oushion. The

balance of ayment prospeots were not very dimand while it was

realized that time had to elapse, it seemed that when exports would

pick up, some balance - though not as comfortable as prewar could

be restored, The convertibility of the pound was just about to be

reinstated.

What is the position now? If anything, the willingness

to pay has been reinforced thanks to the greater stability whieh

has been attained in the economy of the countries concerned, Inflation

seems to have run its course in France; it is well under control in

Holland; it has not crept up in Belgium or Den ark, The degree of

financial stability achieved, whibh will be described to you more
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in detail by Mr. Rosen, goes with a degree of social stability

almost comparable to prewar, As to production, it has increased

everywhere to levels which apnroximate 130 of prewar in Denmark,

115 to 120 in France and over 120 in Belgium and the Netherlands,

Transportation conditions are normal; as to foreign trade, a

great improvem nt has taken place in Belgium and France, imports

are in volume at about the same level as in 1947. which is

betwee.n 5 and 10% over prewar. while exports have substantially

more than doubled as compared with 1946/47 when they stood at

one half of prewar. Even Germanyts production has now recovered

to about 80% of prewar. This may foreshadow a return of Germany' s

competitive power but in the meantime is a help to its neighbors,

in particular, Holland,

Two aspects of the situation appear however, in a new

light: the political situation and the dol:' problem,

There is no need to describe how the relations between

East and West have deteriorated over the last two and a half years,

On the whole, the Communist parties have not been able to gain a



foot in the governmenti of the Western countries in spite of

the numerous periods of social tension. At the same time the

military problem was becoming more acute, and it is not until

the signing of the Atlantic Paot that the anziety subsided in

the West of the European eontinent, It would be an error to

believe, hoeiver, that this atmosphere of tension and the fear

of renewed war and occupation have prevented reovery or even

foreign trade. They have, no doubt, left heavy military burdens

in the budgets of each of the countries concerned, but trade

between East and est has been growing eonstantly at the rate

which barter exchange oould oarry. Little or no credit is

Involved in operations on that basis (on the basis of barter);

the development of Ea.t/Wevt trade can only be slow, and this

involves for the Western European countries the need to find

other markets for their products than these traditional outlets,

At the same time, in the Far East , in IndonetA Indochina

and worne in China itself, traditional markete for Europeah goods

were progressively shut out or considerably reduced: he e also



an important readjustment of export outlets is necessary. South

East a been formerly a dollar sowner for Europe generally,

except for alaya one cannot say that the area is apt to play this

role for a long time and from this standpoint, the hopes which

could be entertained two years ago are fading away,

Thus, the political developments have had imp rtant

economio consequences in the field of foreign trade and foreign

exchange and have pointed oit the neceassty for the European

countries to earn dollars themselves. The failure of the British

attempt to restore convertibility acted as a danger signal; both

Europe and the U.S. had underestimated the amount involved. and

the Rarlhall,-LAn was the official recognition that the gap has

been much ider than anybody could foresee. The main effects

of the Marshall Plan, as far as the Bank is concerned, will have

been to prevent a setback in reconstruotion,to hasten the redoration

of Europe and to allow reconstruction and modernization to take

place at a standard of life definitely higher than would have

been possible otherwise. It did not solve and cannot solve the
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problem of redistribution of foreign trade which I mentioned

before and which focuses on the dollar shortage all the energies

of Western European finance men, As I intimated before, it is

not only necessary to resatre production to a level higher than

prewar in order to offset the loss of foreign investments, but

the traditional channels through which triangular trade allowed

Western Europe to earn dollars have been upset while in addition

the reliance on Western hemisphere sources of supplies have

grown greater. These are the basic reasons for the r

devaluallonp. One may dispute on the exact timing of the operation

but it was certainly better and more useful to wait until a buyers

market seems to be setting in, In order to be able to achieve

their aims, i.e, , to shift from dollar suplies and to develop

the exports to the U.S. or the doll r area generally, it is

necessary to have some leeway in the choice of one's suppliers

and to have some available productive capacity. It would, therefore,

not have been wise to take this momentous step very muh earlier;

it would not have been wise either to wait until the arshall Plan
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had run its course, to effet the neessary readjustments,

they would have been much too deep then. At a time when U. g.

suplies are still well assured through the Marshall Plan, but

at the same time some flexibility appears in the world markets,

an operation like wholesale devaluations should properly be

undertaken,

What will be the efftets of it, it io much too early

to predict, Nobody can say with any certainty what prices will be

affected and whether the working classes in France or Britain

will accept only slow Lnd reasonable changes. liut at least

the basis Is set for a readjustment of trading operations since

dollar goods are less attractive and dollar markets are more

attractive*

This will affect the dollar countries in two ways:

partly beoause they wi.l have competition from European go

on their own territory, and partly because their exports wil>

hit against much stronger competition from European produ4ers\

It should be realized in this conneation that a large el"7menz



of artificiality existed in the former exchange rates. There

was also an element of artificiality in the very ample Varkets

which Arican exports could easily find abroad. To the extent

th.t Luropen currenci s are over-valued the dollar was under-

valued. It is only clear that the dollar deficit is nothing but

another way of e-pressing the fact that U. '. export mre goods

end services than they import; the exports are to the tune of.

say, '100 per head while imports are only to the tune of 60 or

j.70 er head,

Evrybody asks the question whether devaluation will.

now allow this dol-r gap to be closed. This balanoe of 130 to 40

er head must be covered eith6y less exports or by more imports

or, if trade changes are not suf icient. by foreign credits,

Will the ne- rates of exchange allow trade alone to fill the gap?

Nobodly knows the answer, but one can at least guess what the trend

will be; some eloment of competition has now been restored in

the -orld. Thv lrices offerd by the various suppliers here and



abroad oan now be competing in third markets. It is even

Possible that ,ome countries which Itil now are considered by

Europe as reiubers of the dollar area - Brazil. -for instance -

should restore their exch nges with other countries than U, S,

to the point where their balances with Europe will no more need

to be settled in dollars, By making prices more comparable

and by rertorinG hIAltby cometition, " better utilization of

resources the world over wilT be achieved, More efficienoy,

more flexibiltty, more incentive for lto't coit producer3, this

should result in a reduction of the Aerican surplus, i. e.

a reduction in the dolir gap, provided of course that both the

devaluating countries &nd the dollr countries are ready to be

reasonable , that is 1. ) the foruer should not increase their

costs unduly, and 2. ) the latter should accept Imports and

competition abroad, A reduction of the gap does not. however

Mean ite elimination and oapital movemnnts will have to continue

for quite some time and that the adjustments will not be 1o4.

The important thing, to my mind, is that the ten should be in

the rt.-Pht direction and it is difficult to figure how this could

not be the case.
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Such are, Gentlemen, the broad lines of the present

picture, the background against which we try to weigh the risks

incurred It individual countries. I do feel that, while the

payment problem has become dangerously acute during the past'

year and a half, the prospects look brighter again both ovcr-all

:nd in the indlidual countries,

I should ask my friend, Mr. Martin Rosen, to comment

on the particular aspects of the same problems relating to each

of our nrincipal European debtors,



...
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